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A REMARK ON RADON-NIKODYM PROPERTIES

OF ORDERED HILBERT SPACES

LOTHAR M. SCHMITT

(Communicated by Paul S. Muhly)

Abstract. We characterize classical Z,2-spaces as well as L2-spaces of W-

algebras by appropriate Radon- Nikodym principles.

Segal [9] has shown that usual measure theory can be extended reasonably

only to measure spaces, whose corresponding L -spaces have the Radon-

Nikodym property. The aim of this note is to show that L -spaces obtained

via commutative, respectively, noncommutative integration are as well deter-

mined as ordered spaces by suitable Radon-Nikodym principles. Order theo-

retical characterizations of classical L -spaces were obtained by Sz.-Nagy [11]

in the separable and Schaefer [5] in the general case. Noncommutative L -

spaces were characterized by Connes [2] and Wittstock and the author [8, 6].

Radon-Nikodym properties of these L -spaces were established by Connes [2],

Stratila-Zsido [10] and in [7].

Suppose ß? is a Hilbert space, which is ordered by a self-dual cone ^+ . Let

J be the antilinear unitary involution associated with £?+ by [2, Proposition

4.1]. Furthermore let Jlh be the ideal center of (%? ,^+) in the sense of

Wils—see [1, p. 76]—and Jf — J?k © iJth . Bös [1] has shown that Jf is a

commutative W*-algebra with involution x* = JxJ, x G Jf. In particular the

cones of operator-positive, respectively, order-positive elements in J! coincide.

Definition.  (ß? ,ß?+) has the Radon-Nikodym property if for r\, {€ ¿F+

satisfying r\ < Ç there exists x G ̂ #+ such that r\ — x£.

Proposition 1. (%? ,ßf+) has the Radon-Nikodym property if and only if

(%7 , £?+) is unitarily equivalent to (L (X , pi), L (X , ß)+) for a measure space

(X ,ß) in the sense of Segal [9].

We shall give the proof of Proposition 1 in a moment. If V is a linear space,

then we shall write Vn = Mn(V) for the space of n x n matrices with entries

in V. Again let %? be a Hilbert space and suppose that {%?* , n G N} is a
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family of self-dual cones ß?* ç ßfn such that (ß? ,^+) is a matrix ordered

space. Let Jn be the involution in ßfn associated with ßf^ . Finally let JÍ be

the matrix-multiplier algebra of (%? ,ß?* , n G N) in the sense of [8, Definition

2.1],

Definition.  (ß?, ß?n+ , n G N) has the matricial Radon-Nikodym property if

for n G N, £, r\ G ßf* satisfying r\ < Ç there exists x G JH* such that

n = xJnxJn£,.

Proposition 2. (ßF ,ßt?* , n G N) has the matricial Radon-Nikodym property

if and only if LÂÎ ,ßf ,%?* , n G N) is a matrix-ordered standard form in the

sense of [8, Definition 1.4].

Proof of Proposition 1. Suppose (%?,%?*) has the Radon-Nikodym property.

Let ifr, rjn g ßT+ ; o , ß = 1 ,2 and f = {, + £, = ?/, + tj2. Then £Q = xa¿;,

^ = v^c; for xa,ya G J?+ . Let pa/J = xayßC. Then ¡¿ - EßPaß and

r/„ = Yl„Pitß- Hence (%? ,ß?+) has the Riesz decomposition property and

therefore satisfies the hypothesis of [6, Corollary 2.6]. There is one and only

one way to define a matrix order on ß? with by uniqueness self-dual cones

&* ç ßTn such that ßT* = ¿r+ . (ß? ,ß?n+ , n G N) satisfies the hypothesis

(IV) of [6, Theorem 3.2]. Let JV be the matrix multiplier algebra of (ßf ,ß^) ■

Since the cones ßff^ coincide with their transpose

and (yV1 ,ß? ,ß?n+T) is a matrix ordered standard form we have JV = JV'.

Hence JV = J? is a commutative W* -algebra in standard form. Applying

[3, Theorem 2.3] and [4, Proposition 1.18.1] completes the proof.

Note that the above argument can also be used to show that a Hubert lattice

is order isomorphic to an L -space.

Proof of Proposition 2. Suppose (ßif, ß?n+ , n g N) has the matricial Radon-

Nikodym property. Let « G N be fixed, $ , n g H* such that Ç ± n. Then

£ = xJnxJn(Ç + r¡) for some x G ̂ * . Now we have

(CSS? !)•   "9r)>-° fo'^<c>*-
Hence

/      0 (xr¡,r¡)\

\(JnxJnri) (ri,ri)J

is a positive matrix and (xtj, n) = 0 = (pn, n) where p - supp(x) G Jf by

[8, Theorem 2.2]. Hence we have pn = JnpJnt] = 0 and Ç = p¿¡ = JnpJnÇ.

Now one can prove [8, Lemma 4.1; Theorem 4.3 (ii) => (i)] under the above

hypothesis. The converse direction in the proof of Proposition 2 is established

in [7].
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